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Searching for the Best System
Configuration to Fit Your BW Needs?
The New BW Enhanced Mixed Load Benchmark Makes It Easy to Find
by Dr. Thomas Becker and Tobias Kutning, SAP AG

SAP customers searching for information about

they also need this information to include

how to enhance the performance and scalabil-

up-to-the-minute details. Smart meter analyt-

ity of their SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse

ics and trade promotion management are just

(SAP NetWeaver BW) implementations have

two examples of business processes that rely

always turned to results of SAP’s mixed load

on near real-time reporting.

(BI-MXL) benchmark for help. The BI-MXL
benchmark, like all SAP standard application
benchmarks, was designed to represent relevant, real-life scenarios involving various SAP
business applications to help customers find the
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most appropriate hardware configurations to
support their needs.
However, there are now many changing
requirements related to improving decision
making, like the demand for instant availability of the latest business data. This also means
that the aspects customers are looking at when
considering which hardware configuration is the
right fit for their SAP NetWeaver BW implementation has begun to evolve as well. In response,
SAP decided to develop a new set of metrics and
a new benchmark: the BW enhanced mixed load
(BW-EML) benchmark.1
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support decision making, customers are looking
for ones that can enable:
■■ Near real-time reporting. To make informed
decisions in a fast-paced world, the ability to

■■ Ad hoc reporting. Data volumes in enterprise
data warehouses have grown significantly over
the past few years due to the increased complexity of business data models and the level of
detail captured in data. The sheer volume of this
data and the demand for unpredictable navigation patterns make it impossible to use standard
techniques like pre-aggregation to speed up
query response times. Modern analytical applications must allow users to navigate instantly
through these huge amounts of data by providing extensive slicing-and-dicing functionality.
■■ TCO reduction. Since data warehouses can
contain hundreds of terabytes of data, it is
crucial to minimize data redundancy, while
at the same time maintaining layered data
models. With SAP NetWeaver BW 7.30, it is
possible to run reports directly on DataStore
Objects (DSOs), which helps reduce TCO by
saving precious storage space. DSOs are the
core building element of a layered scalable
architecture (LSA). Since reports can now
analyze data in DSOs as fast as in multidimensional InfoCube data structures, InfoCubes
have become completely obsolete in many
reporting scenarios.

get instant information from analytical business applications is crucial. Not only do companies require quick access to information,
1

This new benchmark can be performed with any database
that is supported by SAP NetWeaver 7.30.

The BW-EML Benchmark: Built with
BW Users in Mind
The BW-EML benchmark was developed especially with the database requirements of SAP
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NetWeaver BW customers in mind. Figure 1 com-

Mixed load (BI-MXL) benchmark

Enhanced mixed load
(BW-EML) benchmark

Loading of delta
requests

■ Every 20 minutes

■ Every 5 minutes

Ad hoc reporting
capabilities

■ Predefined navigation paths
■	Randomized navigation paths
■	Only drills down with the same ■	Changes displayed

pares the main features of the new BW-EML benchmark with those of its predecessor, the mixed load
(BI-MXL) benchmark. Both benchmarks simulate
a mix of multi-user reporting workload and the
loading of delta data into the database simultaneously with user queries. Let’s drill down further

characteristics set in display

Reduction of TCO

■ All benchmark queries are
defined in InfoCubes

into the details of the benchmark.

characteristics

■ Uses DataStore Objects

(DSOs) and InfoCubes for
reporting

Data Model

Query Model

FIGURE 1 p A comparison

To ensure that the database being benchmarked

For the BW-EML benchmark, eight reports

can efficiently use both InfoCubes and DSOs

have been defined on two MultiProviders —

between the BI-MXL benchmark
and the new BW-EML benchmark

for reporting, the BW-EML benchmark’s data

one for the three InfoCubes, and another for

model consists of three InfoCubes and seven

the seven DSOs. The respective reports on both

DSOs, each of which contain the data from one

MultiProviders are identical. This leads to two

specific year. The three InfoCubes contain the

sets of four reports each. The four reports are

same data (from the last three years) as the cor-

categorized as follows:

responding DSOs. Both types of objects consist
of the same set of fields.
The InfoCubes come with a full set of 16 dimensions, which comprise a total of 63 characteristics,
with cardinalities of up to one million different values and one complex hierarchy. To simulate typical

■■ Report Q001: Customer-based reporting
■■ Report Q002: Material-based reporting
■■ Report Q003: Sales area-based reporting
■■ Report Q004: Price-comparison reporting

customer data models, the InfoCube is made up

The reports select data for one particular

of 30 different key figures, including those that

year, randomly picking the InfoCube or DSO

require exception aggregation. In the data model

that contains the data. Further navigation steps

of the DSOs, the high cardinality characteristics

are performed within each report, each of which

are defined as key members, while other charac-

results in an individual query and database

teristics are modeled as part of the data members.

access point.

Data Volumes

lar navigation patterns, the filter and drill-

To test hardware configurations of various sizes,

down operations are randomized to address the

the BW-EML benchmark can be executed with

demand for ad hoc types of queries. To make sure

different data volumes. The smallest configura-

that the benchmark accesses different partitions

tion defined in the benchmark rules starts with

of data, random values for filter parameters are

an initial load of 500 million records (50 million

used. Additionally, a random choice of charac-

records for each InfoCube and DSO). The records

teristics for drill downs or other slice-and-dice

are loaded from ASCII flat files with a total record

operations ensures that a huge number of differ-

length of 873 bytes each. Larger volume configu-

ent characteristic combinations are covered in a

rations of the BW-EML benchmark include initial

multi-user reporting scenario.

Although the first three reports share simi-

load volumes of one billion, two billion, or even
more records.

To guarantee a high degree of reproducibility
of reporting results, characteristics are grouped

In each of the mentioned configurations, the
total number of records that need to be loaded,
in addition to the initial load during the benchmark run, is one thousandth of the initial amount

SAP standard application benchmarks are designed to represent

of records. The high load phase of the benchmark

relevant, real-life scenarios involving various SAP business

must run for at least one hour. During this time,

applications to help customers find the most appropriate

the delta data must be loaded in intervals of five
minutes. Additionally, the same number of records

hardware configurations to support their needs.

must be loaded in each InfoCube and DSO.
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A Glance at the First Certified Benchmark Results
SAP partner HP published the first results of the BW-EML benchmark, choosing SAP
HANA 1.0 as the database for the benchmark environment and SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server as the operating system. This marks the first time that SAP HANA has been used
in an SAP standard application benchmark. HP achieved impressive performance numbers
with its benchmark setup, including 65,990 ad hoc navigation steps per hour. The figure
below shows further details about the benchmark results.

Now that the new

Hardware partner

HP

Benchmark location/date

May 13, 2012 in Houston, TX, USA

Throughput/hour (ad hoc
navigation steps)

65,990

CPU utilization of database server

88%

CPU utilization of application server

28%

Operating system (all servers)

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11

Relational database management
system

SAP HANA 1.0

Technology platform release

SAP NetWeaver 7.30

Configuration

One database server:
HP DL580 G7, 4 processor/40 cores/80 threads, Intel Xeon
Processor E7-4870, 2.40 GHz, 64 KB L1 cache and 256 KB
L2 cache per core, 30 MB L3 cache per processor, 512 GB
main memory

BW-EML benchmark
race has started, SAP
hopes to see more

One application server (dialog/update/message/
enqueue):
HP BL680 G7, 4 processor/40 cores/80 threads, Intel Xeon
Processor E7-4870, 2.40 GHz, 64 KB L1 cache and 256 KB
L2 cache per core, 30 MB L3 cache per processor, 512 GB
main memory

results in the coming
months, and can’t wait
to observe how partners master the new

Certification number

2012023

 Details about the BW-EML benchmark results from HP

benchmark challenge.
by their respective cardinalities, and only charac-

load, which is scheduled every five minutes.

teristics of the same cardinality are considered for

After a high load phase of at least one hour, the

a randomized operation.

simulated users are ramped down, and the delta
loads finish.

Multi-User Workload

A control program then checks if the correct

A script controls the multi-user reporting work-

number of records has been uploaded during

load in the BW-EML benchmark. With the script,

the benchmark run and if the uploaded records

the number of simulated users can be defined.

are visible in the report results. The essential

Each simulated user logs on to the system and

key figure that is reported for a benchmark run

then executes all eight reports and ad hoc navi-

is the number of ad hoc navigation steps per

gation steps consecutively, resulting in a total of

hour that the database executes successfully.

40 ad hoc navigation steps. After finishing all of
the predefined steps, the user logs off and then

It’s Your Turn

starts the next loop with a new logon. Simulated

Now that the new BW-EML benchmark race has

users are ramped up at a pace of one user logon

started, SAP hopes to see more results in the

per second.

coming months, and can’t wait to observe how

Once all configured users are running, the

partners master the new benchmark challenge.

benchmark control environment automatically

For more information on SAP benchmarking,

starts a process chain that controls the delta

visit www.sap.com/benchmark. n
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